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Across

2. Hercules would be described as this 

(v)

5. Technically responsible for 

Coyotito's death (no spaces)

6. What person in real life did 

Snowball represent?

8. Feeling oddly discomforted (v)

12. You cannot have this. (__/__) (v)

14. This girl is hanging on me like a 

blanket. (v)

16. There are all different sorts of 

people here. (v)

19. A government of women (v)

20. What occupation did Bert Cates 

hold before he was arrested?

21. What was the first battle of Animal 

Farm?

23. What was passed down Kino's family 

for generations?

24. Being students, we study many 

different subjects. (v)

25. What would Jones in Animal Farm 

represent in real life?

26. Living in America, we can govern 

ourselves. (v)

27. How did the community in The 

Pearl make their living? (no spaces)

28. Pilkington's farm represented this 

nation

30. Sarcastic reporter with a sly sense 

of humor

Down

1. What pig started the revolution? 

(no spaces)

3. What was the whole Inherit the 

Wind trial over? (___vs___)

4. There is no god. (v)

7. She cut off my hand in one finishing 

stroke. (no spaces) (v)

9. Who shot Coyotito?

10. "Oh here, let me do that for you. 

Oh, and that too." (v)

11. I asked to do it, but it had already 

been done. (no spaces) (v)

13. Who was the egoist of Inherit the 

Wind?

15. My mom can sometimes be a nag 

(v)

17. what was the first evil that 

Coyotito encountered?

18. In World War 1, all they did was cut 

people down and kill them (v)

22. I'm just starting this job. (v)

29. Bert Cates wife/girlfriend


